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Abstract. The ground-state triple proton/H-atom transfer (GSTPT/GSTHAT) reactions in HCOOH complexed cyclically with H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 and mixed solvents H2 O-NH3 /CH3 OH-NH3 were studied by
quantum mechanical methods in heptane. The GSTPT/GSTHAT in HCOOH-(H2 O)2 , HCOOH-(CH3 OH)2 ,
HCOOH-(NH3 )2 , HCOOH-H2 O-NH3 , HCOOH-NH3 -H2 O, HCOOH-CH3 OH-NH3 and HCOOH-NH3 -CH3
OH systems all occurred in an asynchronous but concerted protolysis mechanism. The formation pattern of the
H-bonded chain was important to reduce the proton/H-atom transfer barrier. For the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 :
H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) complex, the GSTPT/GSTHAT barrier height of the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex, in which the
H-bonded chain was formed with different solvent molecules, was lower than that of HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex,
in which the H-bonded chain was composed of same solvent molecules. H-bonded chain consisting of mixed
solvent molecules can accumulate their proton-accepting abilities and then speed up proton/H-atom transfer.
When the less-basic H2 O or CH3 OH is connected to O-H group of HCOOH directly and the PT/HAT process
is started by accepting a proton/H-atom from HCOOH, the PT/HAT reaction would be pulled by the more basic
NH3 along the H-bonded chain from the front. On the contrary, when the more-basic NH3 is bonded to O-H
group of HCOOH directly, the less-basic H2 O or CH3 OH hardly pulled PT/HAT process from the front. A good
correlation between the proton-accepting ability (basicity) of the H-bonded chain and the GSTPT/GSTHAT
barrier height was obtained.
Keywords. Ground-state proton/H-atom transfer; formic acid; quantum mechanical; mixed solvent; protolysis mechanism.

1. Introduction
Proton/hydrogen-atom transfer (PT/HAT) is the most
fundamental and important reactions which take part in
a large number of chemical and biological processes.1 6
Therefore, modeling and understanding the mechanisms and dynamics of PT/HAT process at the atomic
level are very important. PT/HAT can take place within
a molecule or between different molecules depending
upon the donor and acceptor groups. If the donor and
acceptor groups are in different molecules, PT/HAT can
occur as an intermolecular reaction. If the donor and
acceptor groups are in the same molecule, and if the
distance between the donor and acceptor groups are
appropriate to form intramolecular H-bonds, PT/HAT
can occur as an intra-molecular reaction. When the
donor and acceptor groups are in the same molecule
but far away from each other, PT/HAT can hardly take
place. In this case, proton/H-atom can transfer with the
help of protic solvent molecule, which acts as a bridge
to link the donor and acceptor by forming H-bonds.
The H-bonded chains between the donor and acceptor

groups provide an effective path for the long distance
proton/H-atom transport process. With the assistance of
solvent molecule, multiple protons/H-atoms can relay
via a H-bonded proton-donor-acceptor bridge.7,8 Such
a process is called solvent-assisted PT/HAT, and is very
signiﬁcant in enzyme reactions.9
Many studies have been performed on the solventassisted PT/HAT in H-bonded complexes. For example,
Kwon et al.,10 investigated the double excited-state proton transfer (ESPT) process in the 7-azaindole-alcohol
(7AI-alcohol) complexes and reported that the acidity of
the bridging alcohol molecules which formed H-bonded
chains in the 7AI-alcohol complexes played the key role
for the PT dynamics. Kerdpol et al.,11 simulated the PT
process in 7AI with water, ammonia and mixed waterammonia complexes to study the effect of different solvents on the PT reaction. They found that the highest
proton transfer probability appeared in the 7AI-ammoniawater complex when NH3 was H-bonded directly to the
N-H group of 7AI. They also revealed that replacing
H2 O with NH3 helped to lower the barrier height of
the multiple PT process efﬁciently. Tanner et al.,12 14
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researched 7-Hydroxyquinoine (7HQ) with mixed
ammonia-water complexes in the excited state. Their
results showed that the HAT along the solvent wire was
terminated when one or two water molecules replaced
NH3 molecule.
Daengngern et al.,15 studied the PT process of 7azaindole with mixed water-methanol complex in order
to understand the effect of mixed solvent and the inﬂuence of different connection patterns at the proton donor
site. They found that the complex, in which methanol
was connected to the N-H group in the pyrrole ring of
7AI, had the lower average excited state barriers than
that of the complex in which water was connected to
the pyrrole of 7AI. Recently, Jang et al.,16 investigated
the triple PT dynamics in the 7-hydroxyquinoline complex, in which the hydrogen bonded chain consisted
of mixed solvent molecules having different protondonating abilities. They found that the rate constant was
determined by the acidity of the alcohol, which was
H-bonded to the base directly. When the less acidic alcohol, rather than the more acidic alcohol, was connected
to the base directly, the rate was much faster. Riccardi
et al.,17 simulated the solvent-mediated multiple proton transfer mechanisms for enzymes by using hydrid
quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical (QM/MM)
methods. Their results indicated that the long-range
proton relays in solutions and enzymes showed different features due to the different pK a values of involving
groups and electrostatic interactions with the environment. Mai et al.,18 suggested that the activation energy
of the long-range multiple proton relay changed with
the hydroxyl molecules in the H-bonded chain. Lower
the pK a of the proton wire, faster is the rate of proton
transfer. It is obvious that the features of the H-bonded
chain consisting of different bridging molecules should
play a vital part in the PT/HAT process.
Compared to the excited state proton/H-atom transfer
(ESPT/ESHAT), the ground-state proton/H-atom transfer (GSPT/GSHAT) reaction has been rarely studied.
Since the properties of the bridging H-bonded chains
inﬂuenced the long-range PT/HAT process, obviously
in the excited-state, we may expect that the bridging
H-bonded wires may also have the same effect on the
GSPT/GSHAT process. Hence, it is necessary to choose
a simple model molecule having proton donor and
acceptor groups to simulate long-range PT/HAT process in order to better understand the relations between
the bridging H-bonded chain and the dynamics of longrange PT/HAT.
Formic acid dimer is one of the most widely studied species theoretically and experimentally19 because
it is one of the simplest models to exhibit PT/HAT
along the two H-bonds. Especially, the exchange of

protons/H-atoms remained in an identical structure, and
led to the possibility of tunneling during PT process. A
large number of theoretical studies focused on the structures of the formic acid dimer and the potential energy
surface for the double PT processes.20 Previous studies
on formic acid dimer also afﬁrmed that double proton
transfer occurred through a synchronous path in the gas
phase.21 For example, Miura et al.,22 reported that the
synchronous double PT time in formic acid dimer was
∼5 ps by using ab initio QM/MM molecular dynamics
(AIMD) method. Wolf et al.,23 reported the simultaneous
PT time in formic acid dimer was 20 ps at 500∼700 K
by using a projected augmented wave method.
Formic acid has an O-H proton/H-atom donor site
and a carbonyl O proton/H-atom acceptor site, so it
is easy to form H-bonded networks with polar solvent molecules. Kohanoff et al.,24 observed the asynchronous double PT occur in the presence of the protic
solvent. Many studies on the mechanism and dynamics
of PT in HCOOH-water complexes have been carried
out widely.25 Recently, Mackenzie et al.,26 studied the
double PT in HCOOH-HNO3 complex by microwave
spectroscopy and ab initio calculations. They found
that the calculated barrier height of PT reaction was
1–2 kcal/mol larger than that of carboxylic acid dimers.
And heavy atom motion was necessary to fulﬁll proton
transfer process.
The long-range GSPT/GSHAT must be affected by
the properties of bridging solvent molecules. However,
no studies focusing on the effect of bridging solvent
molecules to the PT/HAT in the ground-state have been
reported. Therefore, we chose formic acid clusters as
the target systems. Water, methanol and ammonia are
the bridging solvent molecules to form the H-bonded
chain with HCOOH to help proton/H-atom transfer.
We aim at systematically studying the role of different solvent molecules around formic acid, and the
effect of different H-bonded chain to the GSPT/GSHAT
dynamics.
2. Computational details
Reactant, product and transition state of GSPT/GSHAT
in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) complexes were fully optimized in solution with B3LYP27
and CAM-B3LYP28 (Handy and co-workers’ longrange corrected version of B3LYP using Coulombattenuation) methods, 6-311+G(d, p) basis set in the
Gaussian 09 program.29 The structures of all the stationary points along the potential energy surface were veriﬁed to be local minima or transition state by frequency
calculations. Reactant and product had no imaginary
frequency and transition state had only one imaginary
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frequency. Solvent effects were calculated using the
Solvation Model D (SMD)30 at the same level of theory. The nonpolar heptane solvent was chosen in the
solution calculation.
When the activation barrier was obtained, the reaction rate constant can be estimated by the following
equation:


V
kB T
exp
(1)
k(T ) =
h
RT
where, kB , T, h, V and R were the Boltzmann constant, absolute temperature, Planck’s constant, activation energy, and gas constant, respectively. The
tunneling factor was estimated by Wigner tunneling
approximation,31 as:

2
1 hυT S
(2)
κ(T ) = 1 +
24 kB T
Table 1. Kamlet-Taft acidity (α) and basicity (β) of
water, methanol and ammonia.
In n-heptane
Solvent

αam

βam

αb

βb

water
CH3 OH
NH3

0.32
0.35
0.14

0.15
0.42
0.62

1.17
0.93

0.47
0.62

a

Monomeric Solvent.32,33 b Bulk solvent.32,34
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where, κ(T), h, υTS , kB and T stand for the tunneling
factor, Planck’s constant, imaginary frequency of TS,
Boltzmann constant and temperature, respectively.
2.1 GSPT mechanism
Proton/H-atom in the HCOOH molecule can transfer
with the help of protic solvent molecules by forming Hbonded wire. The Kamlet-Taft acidity and basicity of
solvent molecules used in this case in heptane32 36 are
shown in Table 1. Some optimized structural parameters of reactant, transition state (TS) and products relating to triple PT/HAT reaction in HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 :
H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) complexes are listed in Table 2.
The geometries of TS in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 :
H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) complexes are shown in Figure 1.
As shown in Figure 1, the proton/H-atom donor
and acceptor group of formic acid were connected
to form 8-member cyclic complex with the help of
solvent molecules serving as H-bonded bridges, then
the proton/H-atom could transfer along the hydrogen
bonded wire. In this case of HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex,
S1 is the ﬁrst bridging solvent connecting to the OH group of HCOOH directly by H-bond, and S2 is
the second bridging solvent connecting to the carbonyl O atom. In ground-state triple proton/H-atom
transfer (GSTPT/GSTHAT), only one TS structure was

Table 2. Bond distances of reactant, product, and TS for the PT/HAT in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 )
complex at the B3LYP level with 6-311+G(d, p) basis set in heptane. Bond distances are in Å. Solvent effect was obtained
using SMD model.

Reactant

TS

Product

S1 /S2

O1 -H2

H2 -O3 /N3

O3 /N3 -H4

H4 -O5 /N5

O5 /N5 -H6

H6 -O7

H2 O/H2 O
H2 O/ NH3
NH3 /H2 O
NH3 /NH3
NH3 /CH3 OH
CH3 OH/ NH3
CH3 OH/CH3 OH
H2 O/H2 O
H2 O/ NH3
NH3 /H2 O
NH3 /NH3
NH3 /CH3 OH
CH3 OH/ NH3
CH3 OH/CH3 OH
H2 O/H2 O
H2 O/ NH3
NH3 /H2 O
NH3 /NH3
NH3 /CH3 OH
CH3 OH/ NH3
CH3 OH/CH3 OH

R1
1.005
1.006
1.043
1.039
1.044
1.103
1.013
1.384
1.227
1.826
1.695
1.820
1.299
1.441
1.854
1.844
2.178
2.147
2.177
1.847
1.861

R2
1.654
1.643
1.607
1.621
1.604
1.607
1.610
1.084
1.194
1.039
1.056
1.039
1.133
1.057
0.977
0.977
1.020
1.021
1.020
0.975
0.975

R3
0.984
1.000
1.023
1.029
1.024
0.997
0.985
1.204
1.266
1.232
1.300
1.274
1.222
1.204
1.759
2.009
1.755
2.072
1.764
1.984
1.741

R4
1.759
1.755
2.004
2.072
1.985
1.764
1.741
1.206
1.232
1.265
1.300
1.222
1.275
1.204
0.984
1.023
1.001
1.029
0.997
1.024
0.985

R5
0.977
1.020
0.977
1.020
0.975
1.020
0.975
1.083
1.038
1.196
1.056
1.132
1.039
1.058
1.654
1.605
1.644
1.619
1.606
1.603
1.610

R6
1.855
2.178
1.843
2.147
1.845
2.178
1.861
1.387
1.825
1.225
1.695
1.299
1.819
1.439
1.005
1.043
1.006
1.039
1.013
1.044
1.013
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Figure 1. Ground-state structures of TS for PT/HAT in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 :
H2 O, NH3 , CH3 OH) complex in heptane at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level with SMD
solvent model. Bond distances are in Å.
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obtained with B3LYP and CAM-B3LYP methods no
matter which bridging solvent molecule was connected
to the O-H group of HCOOH. In the TS obtained at
B3LYP/6-311+G(d, p) level, O1 -H2 and O5 -H6 distances were 1.227 Å∼1.826 Å and 1.038 Å∼1.196 Å,
respectively. The O1 -H2 distance in HCOOH-S1 -S2 was
about 0.2∼0.6 Å longer than the O5 -H6 distance in the
same complex obviously, which indicated that H2 was
transferred ﬁrst and moved more than halfway from
O1 to O3 atom, H4 was transferred in succession and
was in the middle of O1 -O3 distance, H6 rarely was
transferred. Eigen37 proposed that the solvent-assisted
long-range PT happened by three ways: proton transport from acid to solvent ﬁrst, subsequently proton
captured by base (protolysis), proton transfer from solvent to base ﬁrst, subsequently proton transfer from
acid to solvent (solvolysis), and direct proton transport
between acid and base (Scheme 1). It is obvious that
GSTPT/GSTHAT in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex was
a typical protolysis path. Only two protons/H-atoms
transferred evidently, the third proton hardly moved in
GSTPT/GSTHAT reaction, and we may expect an intermediate and a stepwise mechanism. However, no intermediate has been found and all attempts went towards
the reactant or the product in the end. No matter how
the bridging solvents (H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) connected
with HCOOH to form H-bonded chain, a concerted
protolysis by asynchronous mechanism was obtained.
When the long-range corrected functional CAMB3LYP was used, the H-bonds in the reactant and product were 0.02∼0.06 Å shorter than the corresponding

O-H...S1 ...S2...H-O

S1 , S2: H2O, NH3, CH3OH
O...S1...S2...H-O

Scheme 1. Possible mechanisms of long-range proton/Hatom transfer along H-bonded water, methanol, ammonia,
water-methanol and water-ammonia molecules.

B3LYP values. And CAM-B3LYP predicted quite similar TS structures and same concerted protolysis and
asynchronous mechanism. All the structural parameters obtained by CAM-B3LYP method are shown in
Supplementary Information (Table S1).
The TS features of proton/H-atom transfer process
can be depicted with correlation plot between the
hydrogen bond length and the proton/H-atom transfer
coordinate. Limbach et al.,38,39 suggested that the relationship between rAH and rBH in A–H...B complex could
be expressed by using hydrogen bond coordinates q1 =
(1/2)(rAH – rBH ) and q2 = rAH + rBH after combination
the proton/H-atom transfer and hydrogen bond distance
in same correlation. In A–H...B complexes, supposing
that the sum of two bond orders is conserved during
proton relay process,40 nAH + nBH = 1, then the rAH and
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rBH distances satisfy the Pauling equations and correlate
with each other.
0
)/bAH }
nAH = exp{−(rAH − rAH

(3)

0
nBH = exp{−(rBH − rBH
)/bBH }

(4)

0
0
and rBH
are the bond lengths in the free AH
where rAH
and BH, and bAH and bBH are the parameters describing the decrease of bond valences with the corresponding distances in the AH and HB. When the symmetric
hydrogen bonds are OHO and NHN, b s are 0.37 Å
and 0.404 Å, respectively.38,39 For a linear H-bond, q1
is the distance from H to the H-bond center, and q2 is
the distance from heavy atom A to B. The “bond energy
bond order” correlation can be applied to study proton/
H-atom transfer. With this type correlation, the characteristics of TS (bond order, earliness or lateness, and
synchronicity) can be studied. When H is transported
from A to B in the A–H...B complex, q1 raises from
negative to positive and q2 locates at q1 = 0 after passing through a minimum. A positive or negative q1 value
of TS means a late or early TS, respectively. And a
small or large q2 value of TS means a tight or loose TS,
respectively. In addition, the q1 values involving in multiple PT/HAT in TS should be similar or different in the
synchronous or asynchronous mechanism, respectively.
The correlations between O1 -H2 and H2 -O3 (N3 )
distances (H2 transfer), O3 (N3 )-H4 and H4 -O5 (N5 )
distances (H4 transfer), and O5 (N5 )-H6 and H6 -O7 distances (H6 transfer) for the HCOOHS1 -S2 complex at
the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level are shown in Figure 2.
All stationary points (reactant, product and TS) were at
or near the black line, which meant that the bond orders
at all points were conserved. If the H-bonded chain
in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex varied, the correlation
points appeared in different positions along the solid
line in the correlation plot. When the H-bonded chain
consisted of the same solvent molecules, as shown in
Figures 2a and 2b, the H2 and H6 points at the TS
were in the upper-right and upper-left side, respectively.
At the same time, the q1 values of H4 were zero and
H4 correlation points were in the middle of the correlation plot. When H2 O/CH3 OH was used for S1 and
NH3 was used for S2 , the H2 and H4 correlations of
TS were near the center from the right side or in the
center along the correlation plot, while the H6 correlation point at TS was in the left side (Figure 2c).
When NH3 was used for S1 and H2 O/CH3 OH was used
for S2 , the H2 correlation point at the TS was in the
upper-right side, the H4 and H6 correlation points at
the TS were in the center and near the center from the
left side along the correlation plot (Figure 2d), respectively. Our results showed that H2 and H6 approached
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O3 /N3 and O5 /N5 , respectively, while H4 was in between
O3 /N3 and O5 /N5 . The triple proton/H-atom transfer in
the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) complex happened by a highly asynchronous but concerted
pathway and [S1 -H-S2 ]+ -like moiety emerged as part of
TS. Similar correlation plots were obtained with CAMB3LYP method and they are shown in Supplementary
Information (Figure S1).
2.2 The energetics
The barrier heights (V ) and the rate constants for
GSTPT/GSTHAT in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O,
CH3 OH, NH3 ) systems at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p)
level are listed in Table 3. The barrier heights of
HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) without ZPE-corrections were in the range of 6.88∼12.40
kcal/mol. After considering ZPE-corrections, the barrier heights decreased about 1.47∼3.71 kcal/mol. The
rate constants of HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH,
NH3 ) at room temperature (25◦ C) were estimated by
equation 1. The smaller the barrier height, the larger is
the rate constant.
The imaginary frequencies of TS in the HCOOHS1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) complexes were
in the range of 746∼1127 cm−1 . The tunneling factor at room temperature of HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 :
H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) were estimated by Wigner tunneling approximation.31 The tunneling factor were in
the range of 1.54∼2.24. When the long-range corrected
CAM-B3LYP method was used, the barrier heights of
GSTPT/GSTHAT were a little smaller than the corresponding B3LYP values. The tunneling factors at room
temperature of HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex were in the
range of 1.53∼2.25 (The barrier height at the CAMB3LYP level are listed in Table S2 in Supplementary Information). Therefore, the tunneling factors of
GSTPT/GSTHAT in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex are
not important, and applying classical transition state
theory to calculate the rate constant is reasonable.
2.3 The role of H-bonded chain to the structure
With the help of protic bridging solvent, proton/Hatom in the HCOOH molecule can transfer through Hbonded chain. We chose water (W), methanol (M) and
ammonia (A) as bridging solvent molecules. KamletTaft acidity and basicity of solvent molecules in
heptane32 36 are shown in Table 1. As seen in Table 1, the
proton-accepting ability (basicity) in heptane followed
this order: NH3 >CH3 OH>H2 O. Several H-bonded
chains formed by two bridging solvent molecules were
obtained since different solvent molecules were used
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Figure 2. Correlation of the H-bond distances, q2 = r1 + r2 , with the proton/Hatom transfer coordinate, q1 = (1/2)(r1 – r2 ), for the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (Solvent: H2 O,
NH3 , CH3 OH) complexes in heptane. All points are for the transition states in
the ground state optimized at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level. The solid lines designate the correlation that satisﬁes conservation of the bond order. The parameters for Pauling equations were taken from the literature.38 The regions above and
below the black line is where the sum of bond order is less and more than unity,
respectively.
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Table 3. Barrier heights, imaginary frequencies and rate
constants without tunneling effect for the proton/H-atom
transfer in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 )
complex in heptane at the B3LYP level with 6-311+G(d,
p) basis set. The numbers in parentheses include zero-point
energies.
S1
H2 O
H2 O
NH3
NH3
NH3
CH3 OH
CH3 OH

S2
H2 O
NH3
H2 O
NH3
CH3 OH
NH3
CH3 OH

V (kcal/mol) υTS (cm−1 )
12.4(8.69)
7.80(4.28)
8.31(5.23)
6.88(5.41)
7.60(4.25)
7.50(3.87)
9.59(6.21)

−975
−1127
−1127
−1003
−1024
−1026
−747

k (s−1 )
2.64×106
4.52×109
9.09×108
6.70×108
4.75×109
9.03×109
1.74×108

and their relative sequence in the H-bonded chain were
different. It was obvious that the structural parameters of the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 )
complexes were inﬂuenced by the hydrogen-bonded
wire formation with different solvent molecules.
For HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 )
complexes, the H-bonds R4 in reactant and R1 in product were affected by S1 , obviously. As shown in Table 2,
when S2 was same, the H-bonds R4 in reactant and R1 in
product of the HCOOH-NH3 -S2 complex was on average 0.279 Å and 0.311 Å longer than those values of
HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 : H2 O, CH3 OH) complexes, respectively. At the same time, S2 inﬂuenced the hydrogen
bonds R6 in reactant and R3 in product. When S1 was
same, the hydrogen bonds R6 in reactant and R3 in product of the HCOOH-S1 -NH3 was on average 0.312 Å
and 0.280 Å longer than those distances of HCOOHS1 -S2 (S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH), respectively. The above Hbonds elongated by 0.296 Å when NH3 was one of
the bridging molecules no matter how H2 O or CH3 OH
was connected to HCOOH to form the cyclic H-bonded
complex.
The structural parameters of TS were also affected
by the solvent molecules. We found that the ﬁrst solvent molecule (S1 ) inﬂuenced the structural parameters
of TS, obviously. When the H-bonded chain formed
with H2 O and NH3 molecules, R1 and R2 distances
of HCOOH-NH3 -S2 (S2 : H2 O, NH3 ) were 0.455 Å
longer and 0.092 Å shorter than the corresponding distances of HCOOH-H2 O-S2 (S2 : H2 O, NH3 ) with the
same S2 molecule, respectively. When NH3 and CH3 OH
molecules formed the H-bonded chain and S2 was same,
R1 and R2 distances of HCOOH-NH3 -S2 (S2 : CH3 OH,
NH3 ) also elongated by 0.388 Å and shortened by
0.048 Å than the corresponding distances of HCOOHCH3 OH-S2 , respectively. The changes of R1 and R2 distances in TS could be ascribed to the higher basicity (as
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Table 4. Mulliken partial charges of selected atoms in
the TS of HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 )
complexes obtained at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level.

S1 /S2
H2 O/ H2 O
H2 O/ NH3
NH3 /H2 O
NH3 /NH3
NH3 /CH3 OH
CH3 OH/ NH3
CH3 OH/CH3 OH

S1
0.103
0.007
0.249
0.209
0.193
0.095
0.104

In n-heptane
H4
S2
0.477
0.445
0.445
0.412
0.443
0.443
0.506

0.102
0.236
0.001
0.209
0.095
0.192
0.103

S1 H4 S2
0.682
0.688
0.695
0.830
0.731
0.730
0.713

shown in Table 1) of NH3 compared to H2 O/CH3 OH.
Our results indicated that the protolysis pathway would
prefer NH3 to H2 O/CH3 OH.
The geometrical changes in the highly asynchronous
transition state inﬂuenced by the second solvent
molecule S2 were small. When S1 was same, the R5 distances in the HCOOH-S1 -NH3 were 0.093 Å and 0.048
Å shorter than the corresponding values in HCOOHS1 -H2 O and HCOOH-S1 -CH3 OH, respectively. The R6
distances in HCOOH-S1 -NH3 were 0.454 Å and 0.388
Å longer than those values in HCOOH-S1 -H2 O and
HCOOH-S1 -CH3 OH, respectively. As a result, NH3 had
larger positive charge than H2 O or CH3 OH had (see
Table 4 and Table S3 in Supplementary Information)
NH3 was the better proton acceptor than H2 O/CH3 OH.
The above changes of R5 and R6 in the HCOOH-S1 -S2
complexes due to the acidity order of the second solvent
molecule were as follows: CH3 OH>H2 O>NH3 .
2.4 The role of H-bonded chain on the barrier height
The Kamlet-Taft basicities of monomeric H2 O, CH3 OH
and NH3 in heptane are different and these are listed
in Table 1. Evidently, the formation pattern of the
H-bonded chain played important role in increasing
or decreasing the barrier height and rate constant of
PT/HAT process due to different solvent molecules with
different proton-accepting and donating abilities. The
barrier height (V ) and rate constant without tunneling effect (k) of GSTPT/GSTHAT in HCOOH-S1 -S2
complex obtained at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level are
listed in Table 3.
Proton/H-atom relay in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex occurred through the protolysis path, namely S1
accepted a proton/H-atom from the acidic O-H group
of HCOOH to start proton/H-atom transfer process, S2
formed H-bond to S1 from the back, and stabilized
S1 H+ cation to promote proton/H-atom relay process.
When the same solvent molecule was used for S1 and
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Figure 3. Correlation of the barrier height with the basicity of the H-bonded chain formed by, (a) water
and ammonia, and (b) methanol and ammonia, at the B3LYP/6-311+G(d,p) level.

S2 , the ZPE-corrected barrier heights were 8.69, 6.21
and 5.41 kcal/mol for H2 O, CH3 OH and NH3 , respectively. The larger the proton-accepting ability (KamletTaft basicity) of the H-bonded chain, the lower the
barrier height. When different solvent molecules was
chosen for S1 and S2 , such as NH3 and H2 O, the barrier
heights with ZPE-correction were 4.28 and 5.23 kcal/mol
for HCOOH-H2O-NH3 and HCOOH-NH3-H2O, respectively. In HCOOH-H2 O-NH3 system, H2 O started the
PT/HAT process by accepting a proton/H-atom from
the O-H group of HCOOH, and NH3 pulled the PT/HAT
process from the front along the hydrogen bonded
chain since NH3 had larger basicity than H2 O. As a
result, the proton-accepting abilities of H2 O and NH3
were accumulated, and the Mulliken partical charge
of NH3 was larger than that of H2 O (as shown in
Table 4), and the barrier height decreased. When the
positions of NH3 and H2 O along the H-bonded chain
were switched, H2 O could not assist NH3 from the
front because NH3 was basic enough to trigger the
PT/HAT by accepting a proton/H-atom from HCOOH.
Hence, H2 O had the smaller Mulliken partical charge
than NH3 had (Table 4). The same results were obtained
when NH3 and CH3 OH were used to form the mixed
solvent H-bonded chain. The GSTPT/GSTHAT barrier height of HCOOH-CH3 OH-NH3 was 0.38 kcal/mol
lower than the value of HCOOH-NH3 -CH3 OH. Otherwise, we found that the GSTPT/GSTHAT barrier height
of the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex, in which the H-bonded
chain was formed with different solvent molecules, was
lower than the value of HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex which
the H-bonded chain was formed with same solvent
molecules.
The proton-accepting ability (basicity) of the
H-bonded chain could be denoted as a ×β1 +b×β2 +
c×|β1 − β2 | (a+b+c=1), in which β1 and β2 are basicity of S1 and S2 , respectively. As shown in Figure 3,

when a=0.15, b=0.35 and c=0.5, a good correlation
between the proton-accepting ability (basicity) of the
H-bonded wire and the GSTPT/GSTHAT barrier height
in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex were found. These
results indicated that every solvent molecule along the
H-bonded chain contributed to the GSTPT/GSTHAT
barrier height; especially, the gap of the basicity
between the two solvent molecules on the H-boned
chain had a large effect on PT/HAT process. The longrange corrected CAM-B3LYP method predicted a similar “barrier height-basicity” correlation plot (Figure S2
in supplementary information) compared with those
from B3LYP method (Figure 3). The heterogeneously
H-bonded chain formed by different bridging solvent
molecules affects the rate constant obviously. The contribution of the H-bonded chain to the rate constant
during the PT/HAT process could be authenticated
experimentally. Jang et al.,16 have successfully performed solvent-inventory experiments on the ESPT of
7HQ-(ROH)2 with two alcohol molecules having different proton-donating abilities. We hope that welldesigned solvent-inventory experiments on PT/HAT of
HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex will be tried in the future.
3. Conclusions
In this study, the long-range triple PT/HAT processes of HCOOH dependence on the H-bonded chain
formed by H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 and mixed solvent H2 ONH3 /CH3 OH-NH3 were investigated using B3LYP and
CAM-B3LYP methods. The proton/H-atom transfer for
the HCOOH-S1 -S2 (S1 , S2 : H2 O, CH3 OH, NH3 ) systems occurred via an asynchronous but concerted protolysis pathway. The proton-accepting ability (basicity)
of the solvent molecules had much effect on the structural parameters, barrier height and the rate constant.
The changes of R1 and R2 distances of TS were related
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to the basicity of S1 in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex,
while the changes of R5 and R6 distances of TS were
related to the acidity of S2 in the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex. The larger the basicity/acidity of S1 /S2 , longer is
the R1 /R5 distance of TS. We also found that the barrier height and rate constant of GSTPT/GSTHAT in
the HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex changed obviously when
the H-bonded chain varied. The proton-accepting ability (basicity) of the H-bonded chain could be denoted
as a×β1 +b×β2 +c×|β1 − β2 | (a+b+c=1, a=0.15,
b=0.35, c=0.5). The larger the proton-accepting ability (basicity) of the H-bonded chain, lower is the barrier
height. The gap of the basicity between the two solvent
molecules of the H-bonded chain had a large effect on
changing the barrier height of GSTPT/GSTHAT in the
HCOOH-S1 -S2 complex.
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